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Brilliant, a much-needed resource on seeking spiritual enlightenment.Deborah Yoga
PractitionerIs there a way to directly communicate with God? What secrets lies beyond the veil
of death? What is the purpose of life? Where do we really come from? Does the world have an
end? Is earth a prison planet? No doubt we are like God’s with amnesia.Through astral
projections and out of body experiences, I have stumbled upon a truth so frightening and
astoundingly powerful that it will literally change the world as we know it.With this book as a
guide, you are just a step away from achieving the ultimate goal of creation. By simply knowing
how to raise the vibrational frequency of the physical body, wonderous things can happen!Other
than procreation and pleasure, women serve a much higher purpose and function. For men to
become highly and supremely enlightened, he has to go through the woman. She is like a
gateway to a higher dimension of this reality. Using tantric sex, the kundalini energy awakens
and travels up the 33 vertebrates of the spinal column, thereby activating the 7 main chakras
within the human body. As the Third Eye awakens, you will see the world in a whole new
way.Like a personal journal, this book documents all the conversations I had with God. One
moment can transform your life forever, irrespective of Race or Status.Buckle up your seat belts
because you are about to embark upon the wildest ride towards discovering the truth about
yourself, and your connection to the SOURCE of EVERYTHING.The key is to have an open
mind because earth’s greatest secrets are about to break out!
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